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WELCOME TO ARTELIA
Who managed the construction and renovation of Paris’s La Défense business
district, modelled solutions to prevent Mont Saint- Michel from being silted up,
and supervised construction of Vasco de Gama bridge over the Tagus? Artelia.
Who is supervising the refurbishment of the prestigious Hotel de Crillon in
Paris, coordinating architects and design companies to build the 110 kilometrelong Grand Paris Express metro system, doing the structural calculations for
the Tanger Méditerranée port complex, and managing the global investment
programmes of leading oil distribution firms? Artelia, again.
Acting as project manager, designer, consultant, planner, researcher or project

|

Architects and engineers:
two inseparable
approaches to pursue a
single ambition.

engineer as required, Artelia brings together the complete array of engineering
services. In the grand spectacle of a construction project, Artelia conducts an
orchestra of multiple specialists who enable the soloists (the architects), the
chorus (the builders) and the owners to realise their ambitions and meet the
needs of their users.

ARTELIA / ENGINEERING IS ABOUT ART AND BUILDING LINKS

Both engineers and architects lie at the heart of the processes that shape our
environment. Engineering is an art. In building the city of the future, the designer
and the technical expert do not work in isolation; the two are indissociable.
Through its creative approach and international perspective, Artelia asserts
its ability to “think outside the box”. Through its capacity to manage complex
projects and coordinate different business lines within its teams, Artelia is
recognised as one of the world’s leading engineering firms. With a staff of 3,350
and competing against firms that may be ten or even twenty times bigger, it has
earned this reputation thanks to its high-calibre multi-disciplinary expertise. Artelia’s
skills cover a wide array of fields including complex, sustainable buildings,
multi-site industrial projects, transportation, maritime structures, water and the
environment. Technical progress, proximity to clients and users, imagination,
responsiveness, openness… Artelia speaks a language that unites all the parties
involved to pursue a shared ambition.

ARTELIA / BUILDING A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE

Projects related to buildings, urban infrastructure and natural environment
management reflect all the major challenges facing modern society. Reducing
CO2 while facilitating mobility, saving energy while improving quality of life… the
challenge lies in building a “clean” environment, free of pollution, without losing
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Major restructuring
including stripping
and asbestos removal
on the Allianz tower,
figurehead of the
Michelet business
district at La Défense,
Paris...
Artelia is providing
design and project
supervision services for
this €100m project.

BENCHMARKS* / CHANGES IN THE WORLD DRIVING
ARTELIA’S TEAMS
GLOBALISATION

Globalisation is going to create a new planet. Emerging countries represent 70%
of world growth, and global wealth creation is predicted to exceed today’s rate
by 80% in 2020. Although the recession is slowing down trade and rekindling
protectionist tendencies, the mounting influence of the BRICS countries in terms
both of production and consumption is a game changer. New countries are
gaining strength, clients are more global, and key accounts are better organised
and more proactive: the world is moving into a new dimension. It is becoming
smaller, more vast and more complex all at the same time, so Artelia’s service
offering has to evolve.

CLIMATE CHANGE

Emissions of greenhouse gases, mainly carbon dioxide, have increased by 22% since
1990. In the space of a century, the human activities driving climate change have
expanded by 35%. Impacts can be seen in the form of more frequent droughts and
expanding deserts, more frequent extreme weather events (storms, heatwaves, etc.),
increased health risks and worsening epidemics, disruption of agricultural systems
and food security, threats to biodiversity, melting glaciers and ice caps, and rising
sea levels. By 2100, the sea level will have risen by 60 centimetres or more. With
natural and technological risks and the threat of disaster on the rise, emergency
solutions must be adopted. Prevention, anticipation, crisis management assistance
and resilience all require stakeholders to find new ways of working together.
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THE ENERGY TRANSITION

Global oil consumption is increasing by 2% per year. At that rate, oil’s days are
numbered. Yet the experts are categorical: demand for energy is set to soar by 50
to 60% between now and 2020, especially in developing countries; car ownership
is rocketing in China and India, for example. By 2050, 20% more energy will be
needed to meet the needs of humanity.

BETTER, CHEAPER, CLEANER TRANSPORT

|

By 2020, the market
for data centres and
smart grids is
likely to be worth
80 billion dollars.

Distances travelled between home and work have doubled in the past 30 years as
a result of the way human activities are organised. Commuting accounts for 20%
of all journeys and kilometres travelled. With 2 billion cars and a planet stifled by
exhaust fumes and running out of fuel, how will we get around those mega-cities?

THE TRANSFORMATION OF INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION

The world has lost millions of industrial jobs in the space of a few decades.
Resources initially destined for the manufacturing sector are now tending to
be reallocated to alternative activities. In factories and infrastructure, the postindustrial revolution is taking place in silence. The technological and geographical
changes affecting industrial production, the constant reorganisation of industrial
groups, the global scale of business, the cycle of business process offshoring
and reshoring, fluctuating exchange rates and demand for raw materials, and
increasing concerns about health, safety and the environment, are generating
new needs that have to be met.

THE DIGITAL DATA EXPLOSION

Uses for digital data are expanding at lightning speed. Smart grids, managed
automatically and remotely in real time and hence at a reduced cost, are about to
see an unprecedented rise. Companies are increasingly outsourcing the hosting
their data in order to reduce investments and store data close by. This is a real
opportunity.

* Sources
• United Nations report, “World Population Prospects”, 2013.
• World Water Day, March 2013. A-UNSGAB. www.solidarites.org
• IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) report, November 2014.
• European Environment Agency (EEA), annual report assessing headway on climate action. 2014.
• Comment se déplacer sans polluer, Patrick Widloecher, Éditions Spécifique.
• L’énergoscope, Éditions Technip, 2010.
• https://www.lenergieenquestions.fr
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TRANSPORTATION IN ALL ITS FACETS

Artelia’s services cover all the facets of sustainable mobility: building roads,
airports, railway stations, bridges and tunnels with a view to linking urban spaces
more efficiently. It has completed projects in a vast range of fields covering all
modes of transportation, from high-speed rail (HSR) lines through tram and metro
networks to bus rapid transit (BRT) lines, in several cities in France and other
countries. In particular, Artelia is currently providing project management services
to the owner of Grand Paris Express, a network of new driverless metro lines that
will double the length of the existing network over the next 15 years.

PORT DEVELOPMENTS AND RELATIONS BETWEEN PORTS AND TOWNS

|

Artelia helps
healthcare players
to define their
new facilities.

Port infrastructure will be an important issue over the next two decades. Key
tasks include maintaining a link between the maritime world and the coastal
world, transforming sea fronts into pleasant areas, and protecting marinas.
Transporting raw materials is another major challenge, as is bringing the areas
where energy is consumed closer to the areas where it is generated. Extending
commercial harbours makes it easier to import and export goods. Ways must
be found to meet the needs of communities looking to export, by providing them
with efficient facilities. Artelia is performing conceptual and dimensional design
studies in Senegal and Cameroon, and projects are being developed in Africa,
the Gulf states, and Vietnam.

MAJOR PUBLIC FACILITY PROJECTS

Major public facilities such as prisons and law courts mobilise many of Artelia’s
teams. This is especially the case with digital hospitals: creating large sites,
optimising patient facilities, and modernising existing hospitals in line with the
latest medical practices. Artelia is becoming a leader in the sector, ahead of
its competitors, and this is no coincidence, since it has an entire department
dedicated to designing healthcare buildings. Its teams of experts are capable of
assisting sector operators in gearing their new facilities as closely as possible
both to their present needs, but also and above all their future needs, because
rapid changes are taking place in the fields of medicine and patient care in
general.
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THE BENCHMARK IN HIGH-RISE BUILDINGS

High-rise buildings and skyscrapers obviously offer a response to the issues faced
by the world today, which include limiting urban sprawl, optimising transportation
needs, building energy-efficient structures, creating offices, hotels and housing,
encouraging mixed usage, integrating vegetation into buildings, and researching
new materials. Artelia is a front-runner on this type of building, both in terms of
new projects (e.g. the Generali M2 tower, Duo towers and Hotel Meliá in Paris La
Défense) or the transformation of existing towers to give them a vital new lease
of life.

MULTIPLICATION OF RISKS AND HIGH-PROFILE DISASTERS

Prevention, forecasting, adaptation, resilience, stakeholder coordination and
management, assistance… these are issues Artelia is well equipped to
address. Lessons learned and case studies offer a greater understanding and a
means of predicting and defining crisis management scenarios more accurately,
explaining the solutions to be implemented more clearly, and ensuring the
participation of decision-makers and the media.

© Fotolia

Transforming the Hôtel
de Crillon into a modern
luxury hotel while
preserving its listed
historic features is a
challenge for which
Artelia is acting as
both technical design
company and engineer.
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ARTELIA / SUMMED UP
“INDEPENDENCE”

|

Independence is in Artelia’s DNA. 97% of its capital is held by managers and
employees, who are all entitled to become shareholders. Of the firm’s total
staff of 3,350, 500 managers have done so, while a shareholding scheme
enables employees to own a total of 11% of the capital. Independence
instils a serious, committed mindset in the company, while also offering real
potential for seizing external growth opportunities. Artelia’s independence
gives it freedom of action and the ability to make its own choices. This benefits
the engineers and encourages them to be creative. When implementing
a project, Artelia does not come under external commercial or political
pressures, thus leaving it free to develop as it chooses. Its sole aim is to
find the best solution. This simplified governance is both reassuring and
a source of added value for the client. There are no unpleasant surprises.

Artelia has offices in
37 countries.

“INTERNATIONAL DYNAMIC”

Asserting its talents on international markets is crucial to the dynamism that
drives Artelia. It is a big challenge, but also a constant passion. With offices in
37 countries, Artelia benefits from a reputation for high technical quality and a
portfolio of references enabling it to vie with major engineering groups 10 to 20
times its size from English-speaking countries. In the race towards globalisation,
Artelia must put its assets and fields of excellence to the best possible use, while
also growing in size and affirming its international culture.

“CREATIVITY”

At Artelia, creativity is what stimulates innovation. Artelia’s ability to address
issues with fresh eyes is fostered by an innovation strategy that gives free rein to
the talent, creativity and know-how of the “engineer-architect” who combines an
ability to see the complete picture with best professional practices in the same
project-based approach. This is how Artelia stands out from its competitors and
thinks up efficient, original solutions.

12
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“DURABILITY”

Reasoning in terms of the life cycle of buildings and infrastructure is an approach
to property management with legal, social, sociological, financial and political
implications. In addressing these new client expectations, Artelia is ahead of
the field since it has grasped three facts: structural durability is a guarantee
of confidence, long-term reliability boosts loyalty, and the group’s constant
commitment to sustainable development is helping to safeguard the future.

“HUMAN FOCUS”

|

Having an asset-based
approach to managing
infrastructure
and buildings.

Solidarity between employees and a desire to build the future together are values
shared by the men and women of Artelia. The company is contributing to sustainable
development through its CSR policy. Its idea of the profession is expressed in
humanist values combining a sense of commitment with a taste for responsibility.
In response to this, there is a strong sense of belonging to a team, knowledge is
shared widely, executive managers are encouraged to boost their leadership skills,
and international human resources are being enhanced. Employees’ motives can
be summed up by a desire to do useful things for the common good and for users.

“NETWORK”

Identifying best practices, managing resources globally, creating and building
personal networks of excellence between the international subsidiaries: such is
the approach underpinning the clusters of expertise developed by Artelia. What
is the key strength of Artelia’s global network? Being capable of calling on the
right people and acting simultaneously and cross-functionally at several sites.
Best practices are made available to everyone, in all countries and on all projects.
When clients choose Artelia, they know that several dozen or even several
hundred talented people who know each other and are used to working together
will be assigned to their project irrespective of its size and location.

“SAFETY”

This is a real asset, and a group priority that is being emphasised day to
day. Rather than “active safety”, a concept used in some countries to refer
to responding to an abnormal event (putting out the fire), Artelia places an
emphasis on “passive safety” (preventing the fire from starting), by deploying
techniques that offer buildings better protection. In addition to the HSE (Health,
Safety and Environment) and OHSAS 18001 certifications awarded to some
of its subsidiaries, Artelia’s Safety and Security initiative further highlights the
importance it places on these aspects in meeting the high expectations of key
accounts. This approach is further enhanced by a group ethics charter.
14
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modelling, which has been one of the group’s flagship activities for more than
fifty years. Sixty engineers are working on river flows, flood control, canals, etc.
Artelia is also a world leader in modelling road traffic and designing buildings
using digital mock-ups, which are completely transforming that process. Our aim
is to extend this culture of innovation to all our sectors of activity. Going digital is
vital if we are to stay in the race.”
Marc Giroussens / Managing Director, Water & Environment

|

Reinventing ourselves
to adapt to the world of
tomorrow.

“Artelia has unique know-how in its ability to draw all its specialities together. We
conduct about 1000 project assignments on behalf of our clients every year.
Helping our clients in faraway places and developing countries to design and build
ports, dams and other structures related to water and energy is part of our daily
life. This unique know-how, based on experience and a solid network of partners,
enables our engineers to build structures that will transform lives in their host
communities, while paying special attention to local environmental and social
constraints. Artelia hence has the expertise required to work on an infinite variety
of projects calling on a combination of specialist skills in fields such as geology,
mechanical and civil engineering, electricity and hydrodynamics.”
François-Xavier Huard / Vice-President, Communication and Innovation

“Our structures and projects speak for us. Seeing a 1:25 scale model ship
negotiating a channel representing the Panama Canal, watching a renovation project
take shape as an animated model, discovering a work site and its organisation for
real: there is definitely an artistic dimension, an educational side and a human story
in our engineering work which deserve to be highlighted and which observers find
captivating. We offer a practical insight into to the challenges of urbanisation, energy,
and how we are going to live in the world of tomorrow.”
Didier Lanfranchi / Deputy Managing Director, Building Construction &
Industrial Facilities

“The engineering profession is changing. This requires a constant ability to stay
ahead of the game. It means finding solutions to problems never seen before,
calling practices into question and working as teams on complex projects”.
Tristan Legendre / Managing Director, Building Construction & Industrial
Facilities

“The changes in engineering are mainly affecting services. We are going to live
in increasingly connected societies, and practices have to keep up with the
trends. This change must encourage us to think hard about the roles played by
buildings in cities. The main players - developers, urban planners and engineers
- must think in terms of “service” and no longer just in terms of “product”. How
structures are operated will be just as important as how they are built.”
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CASE STUDIES AND BEST PRACTICES

YAMAL LNG PROJECT (PORT OF SABETA)
Building an LNG carrier terminal above the Arctic Circle,
in an ice-bound environment

Imagine the far north of Russia, well beyond the Arctic Circle: frost for eight
months of the year, temperatures as low as minus 50, icy winds… a totally hostile
environment. But the gas that is found there has to be transported to consumers
in Europe and Asia, and people have succeeded in adapting to nature and building
the infrastructure required to pull off that feat. The gas must first be liquefied
and then transferred to the LNG carriers’ tanks to be exported. “It’s a unique
experience”, Artelia project manager Olivier Meurant says.

GRAND PARIS EXPRESS
Raising the influence of Paris with the metro of the future

|

A few illustrations
of flagship projects and
achievements.
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The Grand Paris Express, a flagship transportation project for Artelia, is a new
underground light rail transit system that will be build from scratch in several
phases taking place between 2020 and 2030. The quantity of data to be
processed is colossal. The project will place Greater Paris’s transportation system
on a par with those of other global cities such as Tokyo and London, which are
much easier to get around thanks to the number of options available. Nothing
less than the metro of the future - hundreds of kilometres in length - must be
created. At stake is the influence of Paris and the Greater Paris region, in terms
of both economy and tourism. Artelia is acting as coordinator on this exceptionally
large project, with the challenge of ensuring that commitments and deadlines are
met. This means being able to see into the future, juggle multiple schedules, and
anticipate problems. The stringent standards and the constraints of managing
works performed in a dense urban setting further enhance the difficulties. Artelia
will have to handle logistics, ensure that the various specialists are in step,
coordinate the personnel, and manage the risks related to the operation itself as
well as those inherent to the various activities taking place concurrently. And last
but not least, it has to be proactive in order to meet the client’s requirements in
terms of sustainable development.

AÉROVILLE ROISSY SHOPPING CENTRE
A gigantic, extraordinary building delivered right on schedule

|

Beyond the maritime
project, building a whole
new town.

The Aéroville Roissy scheme, nor th of Paris near the CDG airpor t,
demonstrates Artelia’s outstanding ability to participate in an extraordinary
project and meet even the craziest challenges. It took 3500 labourers to build
this shopping centre. The project’s operational manager Joël Gaudin explains:
«Aéroville was a gigantic project. We had 27 months to complete it, and not a day
more, because the inauguration and opening date had been set for 16 October
2013, and even a day’s delay was unthinkable! Needless to say we were under
pressure, especially when the owner kept changing the project because he was
so keen to be in step with the latest trends and meet the needs of the future
retailers. Aéroville was to be an innovation showcase”. Artelia pulled off the
challenge of meeting impossible deadlines while working together in a coherent
manner. He continues: “We crossed the finishing line together. Artelia is like a
rugby team, closely-knit and unified. Each member is indispensable. It was an
incredible adventure that only lasted... 27 months”.

SULTAN QABOOS NAVAL BASE IN OMAN
A comprehensive project calling on several group business lines

The Sultan Qaboos base will accommodate Oman’s entire navy. This is hence a
maritime project, but it also involves building a complete new town with all the
requisite infrastructure: roads, energy, housing and administrative buildings,
mains water supply and sewerage, leisure facilities, security systems, etc. The
project is being performed by Artelia’s subsidiary in Oman, which specialises
in infrastructure, in conjunction with the maritime business units in Grenoble
and Dubai. Artelia is the leading French firm with port and maritime engineering
capabilities on this scale.

MAJUNGA TOWER
The tower of the future

Majunga tower, at La Défense in Paris, has unprecedented credentials and an
unrivalled environmental performance. It is the first high-rise building in France
to be granted BBC certification in its design phase and the first office tower in
continental Europe to obtain BREEAM certification at the “Excellent” level in its
design phase as well as HQE certification. It has a primary energy consumption
of less than 80 kWh PE/m2/year and an exceptional carbon footprint, four times
lower than that of a comparable building located in the outskirts of Paris, thanks
to its central location. It constitutes a model for the next generation of high-rise
buildings.
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A HYDRAULICS LABORATORY MEASURING MORE THAN 10 000 M2

|

Accommodating
researchers from all over
the world.

Artelia operates a physical scale model hydraulic testing laboratory of
international renown in the outskirts of Grenoble: both a unique facility and
a guarantee of technical accuracy. A hydraulic structure always has to address
the challenge of meeting a set of specific objectives while ensuring the safety
of people and property. A physical scale model offers technicians, decisionmakers and local residents an unrivalled means of optimising the structure and
anticipating risks of all kinds by testing and validating the proposed designs.

THE BUILDING OF THE FUTURE

The French national centre for scientific research (CNRS) has appointed Artelia to
construct the building of the future. Located on the Paris-Saclay university campus,
this international nanotechnology flagship will house the full array of facilities
required to conduct fundamental microelectronics research. As leader of the design
and construction supervision consortium, Artelia is in charge of overall project
management, the functional design of the premises, and the economic aspects
of building services engineering. This nanoscience and nanotechnology centre of
the future, with a surface area of approx. 20 000 m2, comprises:
| a clean room building, including the largest clean room in Europe, compatible
with ISO cleanliness classes 4 to 8;
| a group of optics and physics laboratories and the related service facilities
(reception and offices), to accommodate researchers from all over the world.

Artelia’s laboratory is
one of Europe’s leading
facilities capable of
reproducing the oceanic
conditions required in
order to test the design
of maritime structures.
In this case, it was used
to test stability under
wave attack of the
breakwater protecting
La Plata LNG carrier
terminal in Uruguay.
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Artelia, recognised
as one of the world’s
leading dam specialists,
successfully designed
and supervised the
construction of Félou
dam in Mali in spite
of the highly unstable
political context.

RECONSTRUCTING HAITI

Integrated management of water resources in the Artibonite basin is a major
issue for the Haitian economy, since 80% of the country’s rice is produced there,
along with 10% of its electricity supply from hydroelectric facilities. The basin
is being degraded by various factors (deforestation, floods, etc.) and is difficult
to manage since it straddles the border with the Dominican Republic. It has
been the subject of numerous sectoral studies, but none up to now has been
capable of formulating a comprehensive vision of the development challenges.
The Ministry of Agriculture has asked Artelia to adopt an integrated approach to
assess the options for developing the basin, with support from the Inter-American
Development Bank.

FÉLOU HYDROPOWER SCHEME

|

From Haiti to Mali.
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In November 2009, AECOM and Artelia signed a contract to provide OMVSSOGEM with technical assistance concerning the Félou hydropower scheme,
over a period of 43 months. The scheme has the capacity to generate 60 MW of
renewable energy, delivered as needed in response to variations in consumption
across the Malian power grid. This project, costing €125m, funded by the World
Bank and implemented by Synohydro, comprises a kilometre-long weir across
the Senegal river, a 700 m-long diversion canal, a power plant equipped with
three 20 MW bulb units with a total discharge of 500 m3/s under a 13.8 m
head, a 15 km-long 225 kV power transmission line, and two substations. Artelia
supervised the works and the commissioning procedures, with a team comprising
a scheme manager, a civil engineer, a mechanical engineer, an electrical engineer
and a quality engineer. As of early 2011, the project felt the effects of Mali’s

Adapting water resource
management in line with
regional development:
Artelia is proposing
alternatives for the
Artibonite basin in Haiti.

biggest in Africa, with substantial capacity to produce the vehicles in the Dacia
range. This order was placed directly by Renault Morocco and, here again, was
only possible thanks to Artelia’s subsidiary in that country.
Artelia’s collaboration with Renault is now continuing at European level in the form
of a framework agreement to supervise soil remediation works. An assessment
in Portugal is also in the pipeline.

DATA CENTRES ARE BECOMING PART OF THE LANDSCAPE

|

Soil must often be
decontaminated before
sites can be redeveloped.
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In the past few years, the group has worked on several data centre projects,
including the fifth one to be built on the Marcoussis campus south of Paris and
one for the Crédit Agricole bank near Chartres. Artelia is currently involved in
several data centre projects in France and Belgium (Val-de-Rueil, Romainvillers,
Bagneux). It restructured and built two more on behalf of the Crédit Mutuel
CIC bank - one in Osny, NW of Paris, and the other in Verlinghem, in northern
France. Most of the technical studies are now performed using the Revit 3D
BIM software.

COMMISSIONING

Commissioning has been developed to help the most demanding clients with
regard to the actual, measured performance of buildings in terms of energy,
comfort for occupants, quality of use and durability. Artelia is the leading French
specialist in commissioning for service sector buildings. Artelia’s approach to projects
gives them a high level of consistency in meeting performance targets via the different
phases - from the initial programme through to operation - and the different services
provided by specialists. It adds value by melding expertise in operation, environmental
design and energy performance with mastery of the solutions offered by digital
building. Some notable achievements are the #Cloud.Paris project near the opera
house, the construction of the future Ministry of Defence in the Balard district of Paris,
and the construction of various Green Office (energy-plus tertiary-sector) buildings.

REHABILITATION

|

Clients look to Artelia
to provide original,
pertinent solutions to
complex issues.

With Valorelia, Artelia provides comprehensive expertise to restore and enhance
buildings. The unquestioned French leader in asbestos removal, Artelia also
provides expert services in the fields of remediation, deconstruction and solid
waste treatment, which are essential for rehabilitating urban brownfield sites and
enhancing available property in anticipation of redevelopment projects.

EXCELLENCE NETWORKS

Artelia organises the work of its worldwide centres of excellence on a networking
basis and arranges for experts in many specialist fields to work together in
developing the technical aspects of the solutions it offers its clients. The Artelia
Innofuel network is a centre of excellence that meets the expectations of players
in the oil distribution sector, helping them in particular to diversify activities
at service stations, promote innovative construction techniques and optimise
development costs and timetables. The Artelia Hospitality network offers similar
group skills for the hotel industry.

PORT REVEL, AN EMBLEMATIC FACILITY
Piloting ships in miniature

Situated near Grenoble, the Port Revel shiphandling training centre trains ships’
captains and pilots to deal with extreme situations, for example how to bring
large ships through a storm or berth in an emergency. All current, wind and wave
conditions are represented in miniature to train pilots in handling different types
of ships. For example, the “Voyager” model is a 1:25 reproduction based on
the original blueprints of a large cruise ship more than 300 m long capable of
carrying more than 5,000 people. Artelia is the world leader in offering this type
of service. 150 to 200 persons are trained in this way each year. Few maritime
engineering companies anywhere in the world are able to compare studies of
navigation conditions and port development projects with a physical reproduction
of the actual situation in this way.
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The extension of
Conakry container
terminal in Guinea,
inaugurated on
17 November 2014,
demonstrated Artelia’s
ability to manage a
multi-disciplinary
project involving
different technical
teams from the group’s
offices in Grenoble,
Nantes and Paris: a
resounding success
for this cross-cutting
project.

STRATEGIC AVENUES FOR A SUCCESSFUL FUTURE
As our business becomes more specialised, marked by an increasing emphasis
on multi-disciplinarity, involving more and more players, nourishing high
ambitions and stimulated by stricter demands in terms of energy performance,
ensuring a successful future calls for considerable agility, responsiveness and
open-mindedness.
Ensuring a successful future means being able to reinvent oneself, to recognise
opportunities for progress and to step up the continuous improvement of skills.
It means maintaining a policy of sustainable innovative solutions, developing
and pursuing high value-added niche markets, and stimulating the efficiency
of networked co-production.

A COMPANY BUILT ON A DUAL CULTURE

Artelia’s history is a tale of several professions - engineer, consultant, project
manager - coming together to build a shared vision. These complementary
cultures generate added value and the resultant synergies enable complex
challenges to be managed. Artelia’s rich variety comes from the diversity of
the group’s two founding companies, originating in the sectors of construction,
infrastructure, water and the environment. Its know-how has expanded as a
consequence of greater cross-fertilisation, enabling it to provide new answers.
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A FEW WORDS ABOUT THE ARTELIA FOUNDATION
The Foundation aims to support social, humanitarian and environmental
projects and provides financial aid and/or support in the form of skills available
within the group. It is now clearly identified as a specialist in skills sponsorship
in sectors closely associated with development: water and the environment,
urban development and transportation.

Over the past seven years, more than 100 projects have been supported and
more than 70 active and retired employees have worked on a voluntary basis
for the Foundation. They are especially proud of a few actions - amongst many
others - carried out in 2014, particularly in Nepal. With the association “Namaste
Enfants du Népal”, they brought water to the Sano-Khokana orphanage and
performed a complete audit of the Mahendranagar orphanage. In 2015,
Mahendranagar will be equipped with a computer room containing 30 computers
supplied by the Foundation, and its waste water disposal system will be improved.
In Phnom Penh, Cambodia, eight employees assisted “Enfants du Mékong” by
giving extra lessons to underprivileged students sponsored by the association.
They looked at the following topics: introduction to the professional world,
leadership and project management, learning how to use AutoCAD and Photoshop
software. During their holidays, more than 70 highly motivated students were
thus able to study these topics in greater depth than in the classroom. In Togo,
the Foundation supervised the progress of a water point mapping project in the
Dapaong region in conjunction with the charity “Secours Catholique”. The project
began over three years ago and more than five employees have already worked on
site. A similar assignment with “Secours Catholique” is also planned in Ethiopia
in 2015, involving the participation of two employees.
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